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ACCUSET IMPROVEMENTS - TSB 19.21

When a drill goes through a steep ditch or when packing pressure is too high, both these
scenarios can result in the rear wheels becoming suspended in the air and off the ground. Due to
the current hydraulic settings on the manifold Accuset is unable to keep these cylinders retracted
and thus an unstable control state occurs resulting in Accuset locking up for a short period of time
(~3 minutes).
Recent testing has revealed the ability to make adjustments to the hydraulic manifold that will then
allow Accuset to keep the rear cylinders retracted when encountering the scenarios listed above.
If you have any questions regarding this TSB, please contact your Dealer.

CORRECTIVE ACTION:
Accuset Manifold Adjustment



The following adjustments must be made on each manifold block
o
o

There will be 6 manifolds (12 RV cartridges) per drill on 50’/60’/66’/76’/80’/86’ width drills.
There will be 4 manifolds (8 RV cartridges) per drill on 40’ width drills.

o

These adjustments will increase the cracking pressure of the RV’s in the manifold blocks to allow enough pressure to build so
the wheels can be suspended off of the ground. Do not adjust the valves more than the 1.5 turns or damage to the cylinder and
the shim may occur from too high of pressure when retracting the cylinder.

Cartridges labelled ‘RV1’ and ‘RV2’ must be turned in (clockwise) 1.5 turns from the factory
preset position


Use a ¾” wrench for the locknut and a ¼” allen key for the adjustment screw
 If the factory preset position is unknown or has been tampered with:
o turn the RV’s all the way out
o turn them back in 3.5 turns to get approximately the right
setting.
o Note that this is not the preferred method as there is some play
in the set screw so turning valves all the way out creates some
inconsistency in the settings.

RV 1

RV 2
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As mentioned there have been recent improvements made to the app as well the firmware in the ECU should be
updated to take advantage of the many improvements in functionality
The following steps should be performed on each Accuset system:
1. Connect device to internet in order to update your Accuset app.

2. For Android:

a. https://support.google.com/googleplay/answer/113412?hl=en
i. Noted improvements:
1. Additional user notifications
2. Fixed issue when tapping on OS notification item
3. Fixed issue with issue with all faults appearing as “Unknown Fault”
3. For iOS:
a. https://support.apple.com/en-ca/HT202180
i. Noted improvements:
1. Additional user notifications
2. Bluetooth connectivity improvements
3. Fixed issue with issue with all faults appearing as “Unknown Fault”
4. Connect to AccuSet ECU via app to update firmware in the ECU
5. Menu => Update Firmware => select version/file (ex: “v1.3.48”)
a. Detailed instructions on performing the firmware update are on page 4 of this document

b.
6. Pressure start
7. Leave your phone next to the ECU because it takes about 10 minutes.

Most notable Firmware enhancements:
The majority of the firmware enhancements are focused around improved logic when different operational
scenarios are encountered. These changes enable the ECU to better maintain the seed depth throughout the
various terrain conditions, seed depth, and packing pressures.




“Transport Low” will now ensure the drill stays on the shims by lowering the drill (or lifting the
wheels) every minute after it initially sits on the shims.
Faults are less likely to be raised while passing through a wash-out
If a cylinder cannot reach it’s target a fault is generated it will now retry 40 seconds later
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